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The Appellant Steven B Cummings respectfully submits my brief on appeal. 
STATEMENT OF APPELLATE JURISDICTION 
Court of Appeals has jurisdiction of this case pursuant to Article I, § 12 Utah 
State Constitution, Section 78-2-2 of the Utah Code Annotated, the Supreme Court 
has appellate jurisdiction over "orders, judgments, and decrees of any Court of record 
over which the Court of Appeals does not have original appellate jurisdiction" and 
"the Supreme Court may transfer to the Court of Appeals any matters over which the 
Supreme Court has original appellate jurisdiction." 
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 
The following issues require consideration by the Higher Court: 
1. Did District Court properly obtain personal jurisdiction over defendant? 
2. Was defendant entitled to preliminary hearing? 
3. Was defendant entitled to formal Arraignment? 
4. Was defendant entitled to answers to Bill of Particulars, Full Discovery 
and Witness List? 
5. Did District Court abuse its discretion? 
a. Did district Court abuse its discretion when adopting prosecutions 
flawed findings of facts and conclusions of law December 4, 
2007? 
b. Did trial court abuse its discretion by advising defendant that 
higher Court would not accept appeal. 
c. Did trial court abuse its discretion by not ruling on all pending 
motions prior to trial. 
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d. Did district Court abuse its discretion when adopting prosecutions 
flawed findings of facts and conclusions of law filed April 9, 
2008. 
e. Did prosecution offer sufficient evidence to meet thresh hold 
necessary to prove defendant was guilty beyond reasonable 
doubt? 
6. Did prosecutor's actions and/or inactions give rise to prosecutorial 
misconduct? 
DETERMINATIVE CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, 
STATUTES, OR RULES 
UTAH STATE CONSTITUTION, Article I § 7; 
UTAH STATE CONSTITUTION, Article I § 12; 
UNITED STATES CONSITUTION, AMENDMENT V; 
UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION, AMENDMENT XIV; 
RULE 3, UTAH RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 
RULE 5, UTAH RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 
RULE 7, UTAH RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 
RULE 10, UTAH RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 
RULE 16 (b) UTAH RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 
RULE 4 UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 
RULE 10 UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 
RULE 81 UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 
UTAH CODE ANNOTATED§ 77-2-1.1 
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UTAH CODE ANNOTATED§ 76-9-102 
UTAH CODE ANNOTATED§ 78-2-2 
AMERICAN FORK CITY ORDINANCE 76-9-102 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
INTRODUCTION: Defendant is currently raising five children on property 
that charges were filed wherein six generations of family have enjoyed absent 
incident. The incident at hand took place in front of three of defendant's children who 
are all residents with right to quite enjoyment, Eric Wetzel was nothing more than a 
guest. While protection of a child's safety is usually of greatest import in our 
community, this case has demonstrated tolerance of a dangerous act performed by an 
employee of Rocky Mountain Power. Employee Wetzel claimed he encountered 
defendant yelling and almost screaming when he was reconnecting power? Defendant 
desired restoration of service and claimed Wetzel came at him in an aggressive 
manner in response to inquiry as to why an opportunity to pay $51.69 prior to 
disconnect hadn't been afforded. That a reckless, unsafe and unauthorized disconnect 
after reconnect of high voltage service had been performed within one foot of 
defendant's five year old child. No testimony supported that either party exchanged 
punches; while charges of assault was filed by both parties against the other. 
Secondly, an individual's rights and reputation are also of the utmost 
importance. This case involves errs which led to disregard of both defendant's rights 
and reputation. Defendant believes that trial court erred in tolerating multiple abuses 
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performed by prosecutor resulting in defendant's inability to defend, prepare his case, 
and to present an effective defense. 
NATURE OF THE CASE: This appeal stems from a bench trial before the Fourth 
District Court, where the defendant, Steven B. Cummings was convicted of disorderly 
conduct (R. 0141). The defendant was initially cited with a citation. Immediately the 
defendant withdrew his consent to allow the prosecutor to use the citation as a 
summons and Information (R. 0002). The defendant was charged initially with 
multiple charges of assault and disorderly conduct for same offense. Nowhere in the 
record does it show that a summons was filed or served (R. 0003 and 0004). The 
defendant immediately began attacking the personal jurisdiction and the fatal failure 
of service. The defendant appeared throughout the case in a "Special appearance" 
capacity. The defendant at no time submitted to the court's jurisdiction and raised the 
issue at every opportunity. In open court, the defendant was handed "Information." 
This document failed to contain a probable cause statement or affidavit of fact (R. 
0004). The trial court moved the case forward to trial convicting defendant over 
repeated objections throughout. 
COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS: Initially defendant was issued citation for assault. 
Defendant timely withdrew his consent for use of citation. Defendant immediately 
challenged jurisdiction of the court to avoid issuance of a warrant for arrest. 
Defendant was careful to maintain at all relevant times that his appearances were 
strictly "Special Appearances" up until trial court assured defendant his jurisdictional 
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challenges were preserved during November 6, 2007 hearing. Defendant was also 
handed information for charge of disorderly conduct absent summons, probable cause 
statement or affidavit of fact. Defendant timely motioned trial court for dismissal on 
basis of defective service, defective information, defective summons and violation's 
of rule 16(b). Defendant advised court during second hearing that prosecutor's 
failures were costing him a lot of money. During fourth hearing, defendant requested 
a preliminary evaluation to determine probable cause which was denied. Defendant's 
motion to dismiss was also denied. Prosecutor was ordered to prepare findings 
consistent with ruling. Prosecutor filed findings after which defendant objected on 
basis findings were inconsistent with court's ruling. During fifth hearing trial court 
ordered prosecutor to amend findings and entered a plea of not guilty on behalf of 
defendant prior to performing a formal arraignment and set matter for trial to be held 
January 29, 2008. Within 10 days defendant forwarded bill of particulars to 
prosecutor receiving no objection or motion to limit response. Prosecutor submitted 
cursory non responsive answer failing to include production of discovery requests and 
witness list as requested. Defendant filed motion for dismissal and suppression of 
evidence and exclusion of testimony receiving no response in opposition. Defendant 
requested ruling prior to trial after which court conducted trial. After prosecutor rest 
their case defendant motioned for directed verdict which was denied. After trial, court 
dismissed motions absent detailing any findings and ordered parties to submit 
proposed finding of facts and conclusions of law which both parties filed. Defendant 
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objected to prosecutor's findings after which trial court set matter for further review. 
During hearing set for further review trial court issued ruling absent further discussion 
which defendant had prepared for. 
DISPOSITION IN THE TRIAL COURT: On January 29, 2008, Judge Maetani 
held a trial. On April 9, 2008, the court scheduled a hearing for further review and 
instead issued ruling and entered sentence, judgment and commitment finding 
defendant guilty of disorderly conduct. 
STATEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS 
1. Citation for assault was issued August 15, 2007 and signed by defendant "In 
Dispute". (R. 0003). 
2. Careful not to voluntarily enter court's jurisdiction, defendant entered "special 
appearance" to withdraw consent to utilize citation and challenge jurisdiction dated 
September 3, 2007. (R. 0002). 
3. Defendant contacted clerk September 4 and September 5, 2007 unable to obtain 
information or case number. (R. 0012 p.l). 
4. Prosecutor prepared undated information containing no case no., no caption to 
indicate attorney's name, address, bar or contact number or did signature line identify 
name of person who signed document for charges other than assault. No probable 
cause statement or affidavit of fact was attached or was information filed or copy 
served to defendant or was new summons issued. (Tab 1). 
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5. "Special appearance" was made September 5, 2007, to challenge jurisdiction 
when bailiff handed copy of information and trial court asked for a plea absent 
reading of the Information, advising of rights and penalties or did defendant 
acknowledge any understanding (R. 0292 pg., lines 12-13, 16, 18, pg, 4, lines 3-4). 
6. Defendant explained ".. .1 haven't even seen this before, your Honor. I had no 
idea there was a disorderly conduct.". (R. 0292 pg. 3, lines 14-15). 
7. Trial court then advised defendant ".. .plead not guilty...", "plead not guilty 
then." (R. 0292 pg. 3, lines 16-18). 
8. Defendant informed the Court "I don't know what to plea to enter without 
even—I don't even know what I'm faced with here." (R, 0292 pg. 4, lines 8-9). 
9. Defendant objected to proceedings, careful not to waive any formal rights to 
service of information and/or discovery. (R. 0292 pg. 5, lines 19-22). 
10. Defendant challenged jurisdiction of the court stating "Okay, With all due 
respect, I'm not going to enter the jurisdiction of the court until I know what's going 
on." The Court responded "That's fine". (R. 0292 pg. 5 lines. 12-15). 
11. The Court set another hearing for September 19, 2007 instructing defendant to 
sign a document which misrepresented: a) that information was read; b) that defendant 
was advised of rights and penalties and c) that defendant acknowledged understanding 
of rights and penalties d) (R. 0292 pg. 6, lines7-8). 
12. Defendant exercised right not to sign, (R. 0292 p. 5, line 16) but was confused, 
document represented charge of "Assault" pending. (R. 0007 Para. 2). 
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13. Off the record, prosecutor Hansen stated "I have a thick file on you" after 
which defendant demanded copy and prosecutor agreed to forward.(R. 0012 pg. 2). 
14. On September 19, 2007, Hansen approached defendant asking how he was 
going to proceed and defendant hand delivered a motion to dismiss dated September 
18, 2007 identifying prosecutor's failures. (R. 0016, R. 0012). 
15. Motion to Dismiss dated September 18, 2007, requested dismissal based upon 
".. .the fact that the INFORMATION lacks sufficient and required information, that 
the information was not served properly.". (R 0016 pg. 2). 
16. In open court after having failed to produce documents as agreed, prosecution 
handed defendaat copy of police report absent pictures and same deficient information 
only difference was it had a case number with no certificate of service, probable cause 
statement or affidavit of fact as demanded. (R 0004). 
17. On September 19, 2007, trial court directed defendant to sign document 
representing defendant was read the Information, advised of rights and penalties and 
that defendant acknowledged he understood his rights and penalties all of which did 
not occur. (R. 0010). Defendant exercised right not to sign document careful not to 
voluntarily enter the Court's jurisdiction. (R. 0293 pg. 7, lines 1-2). 
18. After receiving no response in opposition to defendant's motion, defendant 
filed an additional motion to dismiss, dated October 16, 2007. (R. 0016, 0021). 
19. On October 17, 2007, defendant requested ruling on unopposed motion to 
dismiss. Prosecution acknowledged receipt of said motion and stipulated to the court 
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issuing a ruling stating " I think the Court can make a decision based upon the 
information submitted, I don't want to spend the City's time in researching and 
responding...". (R. 0294 pg. 3, lines 13-15, lines 18-25). 
20. Rather than rule as stipulated, Court ordered prosecution to respond and set for 
oral arguments to be held for November 6, 2007. (R. 0294 pg. 4, lines 16-20). 
21. Defendant was asked to sign a document misrepresenting that defendant was 
read the Information, advised of rights and penalties and that defendant acknowledged 
he understands rights and penalties. Defendant exercised right not to sign or 
voluntarily enter Court's jurisdiction. (R. 0294 Pg. 6, line 10). 
22. Prosecution responded October 19, 2007 (0030) and defendant replied dated 
October 26, 2007, arguing deficiencies concerning September 5, 2007 hearing 
identifying the following misrepresentations: a) that information was not read; b) that 
defendant was not advised of rights and penalties and c) that defendant did not 
acknowledge understanding of rights and penalties.(R. 00040): 
23. On November 6, 2007, defendant verified to Court he withdrew consent to use 
citation, had not been serviced Information or did he waive right, had not voluntarily 
entered Court's jurisdiction, prosecution failed to forward discovery of all information 
requested, that while defendant provided Court and prosecutor with name, address and 
phone number, prosecution failed to provide name, address, phone, bar number 
identify who signed Information and prosecution failed to oppose motion. (R. 0295 
pg- 4-6, page 10, lines 6-25, page 11, lines 1-25). 
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24. On November 6, 2007 defendant sought preliminary examination to determine 
if probable cause existed. (R. 0295 pg. 7, lines 18-25, pg. 8, lines 1-3 ). 
25. The Court declined to perform preliminary examination and denied defendant's 
motion to dismiss then again asking defendant to enter plea absent proper 
arraignment. (R. 0295 pg. 12, lines 5-10, lines 8-9.). 
26. Defendant exercised right not to plea. The Court assured defendant that he 
would receive a formal arraignment scheduled to be held November 28, 2007. 
Defendant was careful not to waive any of his rights. (R. 0295 pg. 13, lines 2-5). 
27. On November 28, 2007 scheduled for formal arraignment, Trial court again 
failed to protect defendant's basic rights of due process as required under Utah 
statutes, Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure and Constitutions, as follows: 
i. The Court did not present and or read the Information as required nor did 
defendant waive his right to any reading of Information; 
ii. The Court did not advise defendant of his rights or penalties; 
iii. The Court did not obtain defendants acknowledgment of understanding his 
rights and penalties' 
iv, The Court ignored aforementioned requirements and instead demanded 
defendant to enter a plea. 
28. Upon inquiring into appeal process ".. .1 have the intention of appealing your 
ruling, with all due respect." (R. 0296 pg. 3, lines 24-25) the Court advised defendant 
that Higher Court would not accept his appeal "..Well, you can rule (sic) it, but you 
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still have to proceed first with the—process, they're not going to take your appeal 
yet." (R. 0296 pg 0295) 
29. Upon informing Court of prosecutions failures affecting jurisdiction, the Court 
ignored defendant refusing defendant the full opportunity to be heard while the Court 
entered a plea of Not Guilty over defendant's objection. 
30. The Court advised defendant he was not entitled to a trial by jury and set the 
matter for trial absent defendant completing discovery. 
31. Defendant maintained argument for lack of personal jurisdiction due to 
improper service and that defendant did not voluntarily enter Court's jurisdiction or 
waive any rights. (R. 0296 pg. 4, lines 4-10) the Court verified all arguments are 
preserved. (R. 0296 pg. 4, lines 11-12). 
32. Defendant objected on the record, after being advised that case was moving 
forward with non-jury trial. (R. 0296 pg. 4, lines 22-23). 
33. Defendant exercised right not to sign any documents being careful not to 
voluntarily enter the Court's jurisdiction. (R. 0051). 
34. Upon the Court ordering prosecution to amend its findings of facts relative to 
motion to dismiss, defendant informed the Court that false findings of fact existed the 
Court responded, "We'll we will proceed with the trial that is the main thing." (R. 
0296 pg. 5, lines 8-12). 
35. Within 10 days, defendant filed private demand for bill of particulars seeking 
answers and production in response to 73 questions designed to assist defendant in 
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understanding jurisdiction, exact cause and nature of charges also seeking discovery 
of information to include list of witnesses. (R. 0065 pg. 4, #26). 
36. Bill of Particulars sufficiently noticed prosecution that questions were 
necessary for defendant to determine exact cause and nature of alleged charges based 
upon prosecutions failure to serve probable cause statement or affidavit of fact. 
Incomplete answers to be construed as no answer & default. (R0065 pg. 2-3) 
37. Absent filing an objection or request to limit their response, prosecution 
responded with four simple statements non responsive to majority of questions. 
Answers failed to list witnesses or produce documents requested. (R. 0067). 
38. On December 21, 2007, by way of certified mail, defendant noticed prosecution 
of Fault for their failure to appropriately respond. (R 0070). 
39. On January 25, 2007, through certified mail defendant noticed prosecution of 
default for their failure to answer bill of particulars. (R. 0077). 
40. Defendant motioned trial court for dismissal, motion to suppress and exclude 
testimony dated January 24, 2008. (R. 0088, 0093, 0079, 0086). 
41. On January 29, 2008 defendant requested Trial court to rule on all pending 
motions prior to commencement of trial. (R. 0297 pg. 4, lines 12-16). 
42. Trial court declined to rule on outstanding motions and instead moved forward 
with trial over objection. (R. 0297 pg. 4, line 25, pg. 5, lines 1-2 5-6). 
43. Defendant objected to moving forward. (R. 0297 pg. 5, lines 5, 6.). 
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44. With no witness list, defendant lodged objections to prosecution witnesses prior 
to their testifying. (R. 0297 pg. 19, line 13-16, pg. 23, lines 16-17). 
45. After the trial, Judge Maetani stated ".. .first of all, upon considering the 
evidence, Fm going to deny the motion to dismiss and Fm going to deny the motion 
to suppress at this juncture. (R 0297 pg. 55, lines 4-7). 
46. Trial court ordered both parties to prepare findings of fact and conclusions of 
law to be submitted on or before thirty days and that prosecution prepare order 
relative to denial of motions to dismiss and suppress. (R. 0297 pg. 55, line 8-16). 
47. Prosecution submitted their findings of fact and conclusions of law February 
26, 2008. Defendant submitted findings of facts and conclusions of law February 27, 
2008 correcting them February 29, 2008. (R. 0116, 0133). 
48. On February 29, 2008, defendant filed an objection to prosecutions proposed 
findings of facts and conclusions of law basis that prosecution's findings 
misrepresented and assumed evidence and facts not presented at trial (R. 0120). 
49. On March 19, 2008, Trial court issued a Notice for Further Review to be held 
April 9, 2008 causing defendant to prepare accordingly (R. 0138). At the hearing, 
defendant was found guilty as charged without further discussion. 
50. Defendant requested basis for ruling and received explanation: "I agree, you 
know, I believe the findings proposed by the City, this is agreeable with the Court and 
is what I found too, so that is why I am finding you guilty." (R 0298). 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Defendant maintains that he refused to voluntarily enter the jurisdiction of the 
court or waive any rights while asserting all rights of due process demanding that 
prosecutor be required to complete all constitutional, statutory and regulatory 
requirements under the Rules of Criminal Procedures, Rules of Civil Procedures, and 
Rules of Evidence. That trial court verified preservation of those rights which 
defendant relied upon in moving forward. Defendant submits that trial court lacked 
personal jurisdiction when the prosecutor failed to file and serve the information and 
summons as was mandated and required under the rules. That based upon defendant 
being required 1o attend numerous hearings he had a right to preliminary examination 
which was denied and that no formal arraignment consistent with the rules was held or 
did defendant waive right to such. 
The prosecutor failed to provide a probable cause statement or affidavit of fact 
in support of charges they changed which left defendant confused and uninformed. 
Because of this failure it is reasonable that defendant executed a demand for "Bill of 
Particulars" together with discovery requests. The Courts have been unanimous on 
this issue. When a prosecutor fails to provide sufficient information for probable 
cause defendant is well within their rights to make a demand through a bill of 
particulars. The prosecutor failed to answer the bill of particulars. This single fact 
should have halted this case and the court should have not have allowed this case to 
move forward. The prosecutor failed to provide list of witnesses requested under 
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question #26 bill of particulars or witness list of whom they intended to call at trial. 
The prosecutor violated Rule 45 of the Utah Rules of Criminal Procedures by not 
serving notice and copy of subpoena issued to witnesses they called at trial leaving 
defendant absolutely no notice to object or prepare appropriate cross examination 
prior to trial. 
Defendant submits that trial court erred by allowing, let alone adopting, 
prosecutions hollow, incomplete, inaccurate, and misrepresented findings of facts and 
conclusions of law over defendant's objections. Findings of facts and conclusions of 
law presented by the prosecutor contain misrepresentations and assumption of facts 
not heard, ruled upon, presented or proven at trial. Defendant believes that 
prosecutors actions and inactions created exceptional circumstances resulting in plain 
error. Defendant also believes he was entitled to presumption of innocence until the 
prosecutor met its burden of proof beyond a reasonable doubt? 
ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
DID TRIAL COURT PROPERLY OBTAIN PERSONAL JURISDICTION 
OVER DEFENDANT? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: Due process is question of law, reviewed for correctness. 
ARGUMENT: Personal jurisdiction over a defendant does not confer upon the court 
in absence of properly filed and served information and summons in manner required 
under Rule i, Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 4 Civil Procedure or in the 
alternative a defendant must voluntarily enter court's jurisdiction. 
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Defendant's "special appearances" were specifically to withdraw citation and challenge 
jurisdiction to avoid issuance of warrant. Defendant asserts that when prosecutor elected 
to proceed on new charges defendant was entitled to be served a copy of Information of 
new charges, probable cause statement or affidavit in support thereof along with summons 
in manner mandated under Rule 3 Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure referring to Rule 4 
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure just as if he was amending (complaint) information. The 
record does not support timely filing of a time stamped information or that a summons 
was attached or served. Further confusion surrounding charges existed upon trial court 
issuing defendant both an information alleging disorderly conduct and thereafter a notice 
to appear for the original charge of*'assault" on September 5,2007. Information does not 
indicate it is an amendment but rather states "Information," which stands alone based 
upon plain written language. Defendant timely objected (R. 292 pg. 5, lines 12-22) and 
maintained refusal to voluntarily enter court's jurisdiction obtaining court's verification 
challenge was preserved (R. 0296 pg. 4, lines 11-12). Defendant argues that "special 
appearances" did not confer jurisdiction on court when he timely motioned court to 
dismiss based upon grounds of fatal defect of information and summons not timely 
served. Dennett v. Powers, 536 P.2d 135 (Utah 1975). After being ordered by the court 
to respond, prosecution argued in their opposition to defendant's motion to dismiss dated 
October 19,2007, (no page numbers to reference) and on November 6,2007, that they 
complied citing Rule 7 Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure in part instructs; 
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Rule 7(e) The magistrate having jurisdiction over the offense charged shall, 
upon the defendant's first appearance, inform the defendant: 
(e)(1) of the charge in the information or indictment and furnish a copy. 
Also that: 
Rule 10 (a) Arraignment shall be conducted in open Court and shall consist 
of reading the indictment or the information to the defendant or stating to 
him the substance of the charge and calling on him to plead thereto. He 
shall be given a copy of the indictment or information before he is called 
upon to plead. 
Defendant believes prosecutor's argument fails, First, because the key words used 
above are magistrate having jurisdiction. While trial court may hold subject matter 
jurisdiction, personal jurisdiction is not conferred unless prosecution completes 
preliminary requirements, (i.e., executing and filing the information and summons, and 
proper service) and defendant is served or waives right of service. Defendant argues that 
he was detained upon being required to make appearance after appearance an that Rule 7 ( 
c)(2) required a probable cause statement which never was produced. Secondly, Court's 
role in furnishing defendant a copy of the information is a procedural matter. Defendant 
argues that legislative intent was to ensure protection of individual's right's not to 
authorize trial court to assist prosecutor in performing his duties. How could a court 
remain detached and neutral if it assists or perform duties of one party over the other? 
Defendant's motion to dismiss, argued fatally defective information and summons and 
defective service, relative to both copy of information and summons, in manner mandated 
under Rule 3 Utah Rule of Criminal Procedures citing compliance with Rule 4 of the 
Utah rule of Civil Procedures. In part Rule 3 states: 
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(a) All written motions, notices and pleadings shall be filed with the Court and 
served on all other parties. 
(b) Whenever service is required or permitted to be made upon a party 
represented by an attorney, the service shall be made upon the attorney, unless service 
upon the party himself is ordered by the Court. Service upon the attorney or upon a 
party shall be made in the manner provided in civil actions. {Emphasis Added.} 
Thereby the Utah Rules of Civil Procedures must also be reviewed wherein 
Rule 4 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedures states: 
(d) Method of Service. Unless waived in writing, service of the summons and 
complaint shall be by one of the following methods: 
(d)(1) Personal service. The summons and complaint may be served in any state 
or judicial district of the United States by the sheriff or constable or by the deputy of 
either, by a United States Marshal or by the marshal's deputy, or by any other person 
18 years of age or older at the time of service and not a party to the action or a 
party's attorney. If the person to be served refuses to accept a copy of the process, 
service shall be sufficient if the person serving the same shall state the name of the 
process and offer to deliver a copy thereof. Personal service shall be made as follows: 
(d)(1)(A) Upon any individual other than one covered by subparagraphs (B), 
(C) or (D) below, by delivering a copy of the summons and the complaint to the 
individual personally, or by leaving a copy at the individuaVs dwelling house or usual 
place of abode with some person of suitable age and discretion there residing, or by 
delivering a copy of the summons and the complaint to an agent authorized by 
appointment or by law to receive service of process. 
The plain written language of the rule is clear and unambiguous on service 
requirements. Any waiver of this right must be in writing and the record verifies that 
no written or verbal waiver was obtained. Defendant maintained argument for lack of 
personal jurisdiction due to defective information, improper service and that 
defendant did not voluntarily enter court's jurisdiction or waive any rights (R. 0296 
pg. 4, lines 4-10) and trial court verified all arguments are preserved. (R. 0296 pg. 4, 
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lines 11-12). Prosecutor failed to timely prepare, execute or file a copy of a complete 
complaint (Information) together with summons rendering it fatally defective which 
does not confer upon the court jurisdiction Locke v. Peterson, 3 Utah 2d 415, 285 
P.2d 11111 (1955). 
While correction of defects would have been simple and cost effective for all 
failing to do so prejudiced defendant in denial of proper service of an information with 
probable cause statement or affidavit of facts in support and a summons which are 
warranted under the rules and would have instilled the confidence that defendant was 
going to receive a fair trial. Instead defendant was left uninformed as to exact cause and 
nature of charges, confused over charges and whether it was actually the court or 
prosecutor pursuing conviction. Defendant felt as though he had been placed in position 
of being guilty unless he could prove his innocence. 
DETERMINATIVE: United States Constitution, Utah State Constitution, Rule 3, 
Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 4 of Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 7 
Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure. 
POINT II 
WAS DEFENDANT ENTITLED TO A PRELIMINARY HEARING? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: Due process is question of law, reviewed for correctness. 
ARGUMENT: After having been left uninformed and subjected to make "special 
appearances" at repeated hearings, defendant was entitled to a preliminary hearing. 
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Fundamental purpose served by preliminary examination is ferreting out of groundless 
and improvident prosecutions and to relieve accused from the substantial degradation and 
expense required to endure a modem criminal trial. While labeled an infraction, this case 
went far beyond. Having been left with police report and incomplete information absent 
any probable cause statement or affidavit of fact to determine cause and nature of charges, 
prior to pleading defendant inquired of the court for preliminary evaluation stating So, am 
I to assume that what their case—they're going to prove beyond a reasonable doubt is the 
statement it appeared both parties were probably in error? (R. 0295 pg. 7, lines 18-22) The 
court: I don't know what, we're not at that juncture yet, I don't know what- "Well what 
have I been charged for? Based upon what? The Court: Well, we won't know until the 
trial." (R 0295 pg. 8, line 4) Upon defendant being required to attend repeated hearings 
and informing the court that prosecutor not being prepared was costing defendant a lot of 
money. (R. 0293 pg. 6, lines 2-6) The right of a preliminary evaluation is a substantial 
one. State v. Pay 45 Utah 411, 146. It was prosecution who failed to serve Information 
and summons with sufficient detail and probable cause statement or affidavit in support. 
P. 300, Ann. Cas. 1917 E. 173 (1915). Under Section 13, of the Utah State Constitution 
The statutes of Utah, a preliminary examination, unless waived by the accused with the 
consent of the state, is a prerequisite to a prosecution by information. State v. Sheffield, 45 
Utah 426, 146 P. 306 (1915). Defendant did not waive his right to preliminary 
examination in fact during November 6, 2007 hearing defendant sought preliminary 
examination from the court after having not been afforded sufficient detail by way of 
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Information and an attached probable cause statement or affidavit of fact. Prosecutor 
responded by requesting bench trial. (R. 0295 pg. 8, lines 6-7) The court declined (R. 
0295 pg. 7, lines 18-25, pg. 8, lines 1-3 ) Defendant was careful to object for good 
cause. An accused, if he objects, cannot be tried in the district court upon an information 
unless he has either had a preliminary examination or, with the consent of the state, has 
waived a preliminary examination of the offense charged. State v. Hale, 71 Utah 134, 263 
P. 86 (1927) State v. Leek 85 Utah 531 39 P2d 1091 (19341 
DETERMINATIVE: State v. Pay 45 Utah 411 146,. P. 300, Ann. Cas. 1917 E. 173 
(1915). Under Section 13, of the Utah State Constitution, State v. Sheffield, 45 Utah 426, 
146P. 306 (1915)., State v. Hale, 71 Utah 134, 263 P. 86 (1927) State v. Leek, 85 Utah 
531, 39 P.2d 1091 (1934) 
POINT III 
WAS DEFENDANT ENTITLED TO A FORMAL ARRAIGNMENT? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: Due process is question of law, reviewed for correctness. 
ARGUMENT: Defendant was entitled to formal Arraignment in manner mandated under 
the constitution, statutes and all procedural guidelines, which include but are not limited to 
those under the Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure. It is the burden of the court, rather 
than defendant, to see that the formal arraignment procedure required by Utah Rules of 
Criminal Procedure is administered. Defendant was entitled to sufficient notice and detail 
of charges supported by probable cause statement or affidavit of fact to determine exact 
cause and nature of charges. Defendant is guaranteed an "Arraignment" by and through 
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both the United States and the State of Utah Constitution's. This is guaranteed under 
every aspect of jurisprudence of our legal system. Trial court erred when failing to 
conduct a proper "Arraignment" prior to moving case to trial. It is defendant's 
understanding from rules cited to court by prosecutor and court forms that Utah Rules of 
Criminal Procedure requires reading of the information or waiver. Court is further 
required to advise defendant of his rights and penalties and obtain defendant's 
acknowledgement and understanding thereof. Record is clear that trial court failed to 
meet these requirements. 
Defendant filed motions to dismiss (# 0014,0012, 0021, 0016) reminding both the 
court and prosecutor, under reply memorandum (0040), that defendant had not been 
afforded a proper arraignment. Even during the hearing on motion to dismiss, the Court 
attempted to get defendant to enter a plea prior to meeting requirements. After declining 
to enter a plea stating "y°ur Honor, I wasn't prepared for anything further this day, I was 
prepared for the motion that's before the Court." Prosecutors response was "Your Honor, 
this matter's been pending for several months. I think the defendant had ample time to 
prepare to enter a plea, the charge is the same. The Court stated "I'll give him an 
opportunity to come back and enter a formal plea. Come back at 10:00 o'clock November 
28th for your arraignment and to enter a plea..." The Court denied defendant's motion to 
dismiss which identified no proper arraignment was held: 
The prosecutor had argued that Rule 10 Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure 
instructs: 
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Rule 10 (a) Arraignment shall be conducted in open Court and shall consist 
of reading the indictment or the information to the defendant or stating to 
him the substance of the charge and calling on him to plead thereto. He 
shall be given a copy of the indictment or information before he is called 
upon to plead. 
While prosecution underlined and highlighted "reading the indictment or the 
information to the defendanf acknowledging defendant's right in their response to motion 
to dismiss, the record is clear that no such reading ever occurred. Yet even on November 
28,2007, the Court again failed to first read information and provide other procedural 
requirement before requesting defendant enter a plea. The court: "So, Mr. Cummings, 
were here today, you received your Information, what plea will you enter..." 
Arraignment as conducted did not meet requirements under Rule 10 & 11 Utah Rules of 
Criminal Procedures or did defendant waive any right but rather if anything he demanded 
formal arraignment. The Court did not hold an arraignment in spite of denying 
defendant's motion to dismiss which cited failure to hold formal arraignment. While the 
Court talked about it, no formal arraignment was held. The record is clear that the court 
failed to advice, explain and ensure that the defendant understood his rights before 
requesting a plea to proceed to trial. After defendant addressed the Court discussing 
failures to obtain personal jurisdiction, maintaining that defendant did not waive rights or 
enter voluntarily, the Court advised "Well, I know, all those are preserved." The Court 
then entered a plea of Not Guilty and set matter for trial absent advising defendant's in 
spite of objection. 
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Again, to correct the deficiencies all the Court needed to do was perform an 
arraignment for which the defendant was entitled too. Violation of the arraignment 
process is substantial and subjected defendant to prejudice eroding any possibility in 
defendant's mind that he would obtain a fair and impartial trial. 
DETERMINATION: Rule 7, 10 & 11 Utah Rules of Criminal Procedures 
POINT IV 
WAS DEFENDANT ENTITLED TO ANSWERS TO DEFENDANTS 
REQUEST FOR BILL OF PARTICULARS, DISCOVERY 
AND WITNESS LIST? 
A. 
WAS DEFENDANT ENTITLED TO ANSWERS TO BILL OF 
PARTICULARS? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: Due process is question of law, reviewed for correctness. 
ARGUMENT: Defendant's entitlement to Bill of Particulars became non-
discretionary upon prosecutor failing to provide a probable cause statement or 
affidavit of fact. Defendant's right to bill of particulars was a substantial one as 
supported under The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution in part states: 
"In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and 
public trial, by an impartial jury of the State and district wherein the crime shall have 
been committed, which district shall have been previously ascertained by law, and to 
be informed of the nature and cause of the accusations 
Article I, Section 12 of the Utah State Constitution states: 
"In criminal prosecutions the accused shall have the right to appear and defend 
in person and by counsel, to demand the nature and cause of the accusation against 
him, to have a copy thereof,. 
Rule 4 Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure states: 
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When facts not set out in an information or indictment are required to inform a 
defendant of the nature and cause of the offense charged, so as to enable him to 
prepare his defense the defendant shall file a written motion for bill of particulars. 
Prosecution tacitly acknowledged defendant's right to bill of particulars upon 
responding rather than objecting. Prosecutions four paragraph response was 
incomplete which constituted no response as per instruction of bill of particulars. 
(R0065 pg. 2-3). It is well founded law that a "probable cause" statement must 
accompany an Information to enable a defendant the opportunity to fully understand 
the charges alleged State v Ossanna, 739 P. 2d 628 (Utah 1987). Also that an 
information must contain a probable cause statement and that if it does not or if 
statutory language is utilized, then a party seeking a bill of particulars is non 
discretionary as set forth under State v. Strand, 702 P. 2d 425 (Utah 1986) Under 
questions 42, 43 and 71, defendant inquired as to where he could find copy of 
American Fork City ordinance 76-9-102, asked for verification of ordinance and a 
copy which was alleged to be the ordinance defendant violated. Not only did 
prosecutor fail to respond to these relevant requests, prosecutor changed the ordinance 
filed under information to § 76-9-102 of the Utah Code Ann. in the final findings of 
facts and conclusions of law for the court to sign which was entered April 9, 2008 
over defendant's objections. Under questions 13, 14, 61, 62 and others prosecutor was 
seeking information to specifically understand charges and basis for alleged charges. 
All of this information thrust to the heart of understanding the exact cause and nature 
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of offense charged in order to prepare a defense. Prosecutor neither objected to bill of 
particulars or motioned court to limit their response but rather advised under 
paragraph 4 of their response (R. 0067) "The police report and Information 
sufficiently advise the Defendant of "nature and cause of the offense charged." Rule 
4(e) of the Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure. Upon prosecutor failing to specifically 
respond, defendant first filed a Notice of Fault informing prosecutor of his failure and 
affording further opportunity to respond. (R. 0070). Upon no response, defendant filed 
motion to dismiss dated January 24, 2008. (R. 0079, 0086) While defendant motioned 
for ruling prior to trial, Judge Maetani waited until after trial and ruled ".. .first of all, 
upon considering the evidence, I'm going to deny the motion to dismiss..." (R. 0298) 
Trial court then ordered parties to file other documents and defendant never received 
any findings or did he waive his right to findings. 
DETERMINATIVE: United States Constitution, Fourth Amendment, Utah State 
Constitution, Article I, Section 12, Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 4 Utah 
Rules of Criminal Procedure. 
B. 
WAS DEFENDANT ENTITLED TO FULL DISCOVERY? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: Due process is question of law, reviewed for correctness. 
ARGUMENT: Defendant was entitled to full discovery. Prosecutor did not obtain 
court's permission to limit their production. Defendant requested copies of all files. 
Prosecutor's response under paragraph 1 to bill of particulars (R. 0067) represents 
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"the City provided Defendant with all of the information it possesses on September 
19, 2007. The court had stated ".. .my understanding is that they provided whatever 
you—whatever they had in their files as discovery is concerned,..." (R. 0295 pg. 7, 
lines 1-3). However facts establish otherwise. Prosecutor first acknowledge 
defendant's pursuit of discovery of all information and then admits under paragraph 2 last 
page prior to conclusion (no page number to reference) "The City had one other file on the 
Defendant..." as argument in their opposition to defendant's motion to dismiss dated 
October 17,2007 (R. 0030). Prosecutor failed to ever provide copy of that file and then 
responds to request for Bill of Particulars dated December 12,2007 (R. 0067) that the 
Court previously found the City had provided defendant with all of the information it 
possess on September 19,2007. At trial Officer Anderson testified that pictures were 
taken yet defendant never received copies of those either. Defendant was entitled to this 
information whether prosecution felt the same or not. Defendant was seeking 
information to assist in preparation for cross examination of Officer Anderson. 
Prosecutor also failed to forward discovery requests contained in Bill of Particulars 
designed to assist defendant in understanding exact cause and nature of offense 
charged. Prosecutor's failures severely impaired defendant's right to a fair and 
impartial trial and ability to prepare his defense. Violation of withholding exculpatory 
evidence that related to material, relevant and specific evidence that could have aided 
defendant in preparing his defense is a substantial one. This evidence also would 
have aided the defendant in being acquitted because the evidence clearly affected 
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much of the testimony of Officer Anderson and alleged victim who claimed he 
sustained injuries going over a six foot hedge which doesn't even exist where testified 




WAS DEFENDANT ENTITLED TO WITNESS LIST? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: Due process is question of law, reviewed for correctness. 
ARGUMENT: Defendant was entitled to reasonable notice of who prosecution's 
witnesses were to be and a brief statement as to what they would be testifying to.Rule 
4 (i) Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure governs that "The names of witnesses on whose 
evidence and indictment or information was based shall be endorsed thereon before it is 
filed." The only name noted on information (Tab 1) was Officer Russ Anderson. 
Defendant was entitled ".. .Upon request the prosecuting attorney shall except upon a 
showing of good cause, furnish the names of other witnesses he proposes to call whose 
names are not so endorsed." Under question #26 bill of particulars dated December 6, 
2007(R. 0065) defendant requested prosecutor to identify all witnesses. Prosecutor never 
produced any name of potential witness other than Officer Anderson. Trial court erred by 
allowing prosecutor's witnesses to testify over defendant's objections levied in motion 
to dismiss, motion to suppress, opening statement and objections lodged prior to 
witnesses testimony. Prosecutor also failed to provide short description of what each 
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witness would be testifying to. a) It should have been obvious to trial court that 
allowing prosecution witnesses to testify in absence of reasonable notice to defendant, 
would be a plain error especially when defendant objected informing the court that 
prosecution failed to identify witnesses upon request to do so by defendant, b) 
Absence of witness list and answers to Bill of Particulars prejudiced defendant's 
defense. Had defendant received reasonable notice of witnesses prosecutor intended 
to call at trial and matters each would be testifying to, defendant could have prepared 
a thorough defense and cross examination to those witnesses, c) Upon defendant's 
motion to dismiss, motion to suppress, opening statement at trial and lodging 
objections to unknown witness at trial, the trial court should have known defendant's 
case would be prejudiced upon not receiving basic notice of witnesses as required . 
Upon trial court ignoring defendants repeated pleas, for prosecution to be 
reigned in compliance with constitutions, state statutes and rules of court resulted in 
errors causing irreparable harm to defendant's case which resulted in a conviction by 
ambush and subterfuge. 
DETERMINATIVE: Rule 4 Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure 
POINT V 
DID DISTRICT COURT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION 
A. 
DID DISTRICT COURT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION WHEN ADOPTING 
PROSECUTIONS FLAWED FINDINGS OF FACTS AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW DECEMBER 4, 2007 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: Standard of Review is an abuse of discretion. 
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ARGUMENT: Trial court mechanically adopted prosecutor's findings of fact and 
conclusions of law containing findings contrary to court's ruling. Furthermore 
findings contain issues that were not during hearing. In marshaling evidence transcript 
of the record verifies that prosecutions finding of facts and conclusions of law were not 
consistent throughout with Judge Maetani's decision dated November 6,2007 which 
simply stated ".. .the Court believes that the City has met its burden and I'm going to deny 
defendant's motion to dismiss." Prosecutor submitted facts outside that decision at their 
discretion. In part, trial court directing prosecutor to delete first two paragraphs supports 
defendant's objection, (R. 0049 page 2, paragraph 6 and page 3, paragraph 9) Court 
signed findings which (R. 0056 no page number to reference, paragraph 5 under findings 
and paragraph 8 under conclusion) contain numerous other findings outside the scope of 
ruling and even contained false findings such as prosecutor had forwarded a copy of its 
entire file to the defendant which was false. Prosecution identified having another file 
relative to separate charges that were dismissed, in their opposition (R. 0030 no page 
number to reference, last page paragraph 2) file. Transcript also verifies that defendant 
was not read the information (R. 0056 paragraph 5) yet Trial court ignored defendant's 
valid objections (R. 0049 page 3, paragraph 6) signing prosecutions prepared finding of 
facts and conclusions of law identifying that defendant was read Information. When 
viewing in light most favorable to finding, the evidence to support it is insufficient to 
support finding Scharfv. BMG Corp., 700 P. 2d 1068, 1070 (Utah 1985) because 
transcript of record verifies no reading ever took place. 
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DETERMINATIVE: Scharfv. BMG Corp., 700P. 2d 1068, 1070 (Utah 1985) 
B. 
DID TRIAL COURT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION BY ADVISING DEFENDANT 
THAT HIGHER COURT WOULD NOT ACCEPT APPEAL 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: Standard of Review is an abuse of discretion. 
ARGUMENT: Higher courts have held that they reserve the right and discretion as to 
whether it would accept defendant's interlocutory appeal, not trial courts and any such 
interference would be error. As stated, the fundamental purpose served by preliminary 
examination is ferreting out of groundless and improvident prosecutions and to relieve 
accused from the substantial degradation and expense required to endure a modern 
criminal trial when charges are unwarranted or the evidence is insufficient. Defendant 
submits that trial court was disinterested in performing preliminary evaluation on 
November 6,2007 when requested. After having not been afforded proper service of 
information and summons while being directed to sign three separate "Notices" containing 
false information, and then witnessing the court enter prosecutions finding of facts and 
conclusions of law containing assumed findings not ruled upon to include defendant had 
been read information when such had not occured, defendant requested to petition higher 
court for intervention as a check and balance measure. Defendant has thought that 
questions of jurisdiction can be raised at any time. That when defendant was inquired into 
process trial court erred by advising that "..Well, you can rule (sic) it, but you still have 
to proceed first with the—process, they're not going to take your appeal yet." (R. 
0296 pg 0295) Prosecution lodged no objection and defendant is unsure exactly how 
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to marshal evidence in this matter but offers that forcing a defendant through entire 
process absent access to higher court runs against sound principals to protect individuals 
rights and judicial economy. 
DETERMINATIVE: 
C. 
DID DISTRICT COURT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION BY NOT ISSUING A 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW TO SUPPORT DENIAL 
OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS, MOTION TO SUPRESS DATED 
JANUARY 24, 2008 AND DIRECTED VERDICT 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: Standard of Review is an abuse of discretion. 
ARGUMENT: Defendant was entitled to specific findings on all material issues for 
defendant did not waive his right to findings. It is reversible error if the trial court fails 
to make specific findings on all material issues unless the facts in the record are "clear, 
uncontroverted, and capable of supporting only a finding in favor of the judgment/' 
Throckmorton, 767 P.2d at 124 (quoting Action v. Deliran, 737f P\2d'996, 999 (Utah 
1987)) Defendant raised serious issues in his motion to dismiss and motion to suppress 
dated January 24,2008 which affected the outcome of trial. Defendant described details 
of having been left to speculate what the exact nature and cause of charges alleged were. 
That Information contained no probable cause statement or supporting affidavit of facts. 
Defendant explained prosecutions failure to adequately answer demand for bill of 
particulars, produce discovery or even a witness list and explained defendant's need and 
right to such information setting forth case law in support. Defendant also raised issue 
that he did not receive a proper arraignment explaining why and that prosecution failed to 
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diligently prosecute and participate in the case. Prosecution filed no response in 
opposition. Defendant requested a ruling prior to trial, in part due to the fact that said 
failures and acts adversely inhibited defendants ability to prepare for trial severely 
prejudicing his defense. In absence of citing good cause, the Court declined to rule until 
after trial at which point Judge Maetani stated essentially that based upon the evidence 
defendant's motion's were denied. Defendant again was left with no understanding for 
basis of the court's decision or what evidence trial court's decision was based upon. The 
record is clear that prosecution submitted four brief responses majority of which is non 
responsive to 73 bill of particular and discovery requests. Prosecutor even failed to list 
witnesses as requested under #26. There is no opposition to defendant's motions and court 
did not identify evidence leaving defendant unsure how to marshal evidence. Technically, 
prosecutor tacitly acknowledged and unopposed defendant's motions. A trial court is 
required to state its findings on the record when factual issues are involved in determining 
a motion. Those findings must be sufficiently detailed to allow the Court of Appeals the 
opportunity to adequately review the decision below, State v. Marshall 791 P2d880 
(Utah Ct App.) cert denied, 800 P.2d 1105 (Utah 1990). After prosecutor rested their case 
at trial, defendant motioned for directed verdict which was denied absent any reasoning or 
detail. (R.0297 pg. 27, lines 21-25). 
DETERMENATIVE: Throckmorton, 767P.2dat 124 (quoting Action v. Deliran, 737 
P.2d 996, 999 (Utah 1987 State v. Marshall 791 P2d880 (Utah Ct. App.) cert denied 
800 P.2d 1105 (Utah 1990) 
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D . 
DID DISTRICT COURT ABUSE IT'S DISCRETION WHEN 
ADOPTING PROSECUTIONS FLAWED FINDINGS OF FACTS AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW FILED APRIL 9, 2008 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: Standard of Review is an abuse of discretion. 
ARGUMENT: Trial court mechanically adopted prosecutor's findings of fact and 
conclusions of law containing findings contrary to the evidence presented at trial. 
Defendant objected to prosecutions proposed finding of facts and conclusions of law 
February 29, 2008 based upon flawed findings which assumed facts not presented as 
evidence at trial and mischaracterized witness testimony. Prosecution offered no 
response in opposition to defendant's objections yet on April 9, 2008, rather than 
conduct the further review the Court noticed defendant would be held, it instead 
immediately informed defendant he was found guilty as charged and signed flawed 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law with no findings relative to defendant's 
objection. Record of trial is absent required testimony to support findings of fact and 
conclusions of law that "Defendant physically shoved Wetzel backwards, causing 
Wetzel to fall into a bush in the front yard." Wetzel did not testify whether he alleged 
that he was shoved backwards, sideways or other wise but rather only that defendant 
was standing in front of him. Also Wetzel did not testify that defendant caused him to 
fall in a bush in the front yard. Wetzel testified that it was one drive over the hedge he 
went over a hedge and landed on adjoining driveway. At trial, officer Anderson 
verified that pictures were taken and attached to police report yet any such pictures 
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were withheld during discovery which has prevented defendant from verifying 
whether alleged scratches are consistent with going over a nearly seven foot hedge 
and landing on a driveway. In any event, all testimony including prosecutions own 
witness testified that incident began near or at meter base and ended at adjoining "* 
driveway, located on side of home. Prosecutions witness Eric Wetzel testified he was 
doing his work at mete base when defendant approached. As was demonstrated at 
trial, it is impossible to approach from front yard and then shove one backwards to the 
front yard. Further, while there is a bush which exists on North side of house no 
hedge is in that location. Pictures are attached to verify that finding of fact is 
impossible for no bush even exists in front yard. Prosecution's witness Eric Wetzel 
testified that defendant was in front of him and drove him to adjoining driveway. In 
that driveway runs east and west along north side, any movement toward driveway 
had to be in a northward direction. Prosecutions own witness does not support any 
finding that event occurred in front yard or did defendants. Usage of this flawed 
finding magnifies when one considers that while front yard is highly visible from 
public places, the north side where meter is located is secluded. Prosecution failed to 
present even one witness to testify event occurred in front yard and was seen or heard 
in a public place. Therefore in the absence of even one witness to testify of hearing 
any disturbance, prosecution had to meet its burden to prove their allegation that 
defendant made unreasonable noises in a private place which could be heard in a 
public place, a requirement to meet threshold of charges. Showing that event occurred 
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on side of house could be heard from a public place would be very difficult due to the 
fact that area is subject to sound barriers such as hedge, trees and building located on 
private property adjoining defendant to the north. Showing that event occurred in 
front yard could be heard from a public place is much easier. Defendant disputed 
Wetzel's testimony with regards to going over nearly a seven foot hedge which did 
not match police report obtained directly following incident. Upon defendant 
requesting a basis for trial court's ruling, Judge Maetani stated, "I agree, you know, I 
believe the findings proposed by the City, this is agreeable with the Court and is what 
I found too, so that is why I am finding you guilty.", leaving defendant to figure out 
basis for trial court's conviction. What is most disturbing, is that while defense was 
careful at trial to articulate and illustrate location of events, prosecution repeatedly 
objected for example: Q. "Maybe you could stand up and show where the guy was. 
Where—were you at?" A. "I was—" Mr. Hansen: "Objection. Immaterial." (R. 
0298 pg. 41, lines 14-17), "... you said it was over by the bushes, is that by the 
driveway adjacent to the property?" Mr. Hansen: "Objection. Waste of time" (R. 0298 
pg. 45, lines 1-3) and then prosecution prepares findings of facts and conclusions of 
law which is not consistent with not defendant and his witnesses but also their own 
witnesse's testimony. When viewing evidence in light most favorable to findings, if 
ails due to impossibility of event occurring where it did not and that no testimony 
supports finding including prosecutors own witness. No record exists that defendant's 
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objection filed February 29, 2008 was even considered or was a findings of material 
issue raised detailed with court's finding. 
DETERMENATIVE 
E. 
DID PROSECUTION OFFER SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE TO MEET 
THRESH HOLD NECESSARY TO PROVE DEFENDANT WAS 
GUILTY BEYOND ANY REASONABLE DOUBT? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: Standard of Review is an abuse of discretion. 
ARGUMENT: Insufficient evidence was presented at trial to support conviction In 
establishing intent the prosecutor's witness testified that approximately 5-6 years ago "He 
shoved me (the defendant) off his porch." (R. 0197 pg. 8, line 1). Again, defendant is 
unaware of any such incident as described or was one reported to the police as Mr. Wetzel 
admitted under cross. If defendant had done such, why didn't the power company 
investigate the situation or at least file a report with the police. Why would the power 
company send Mr. Wetzel back to a property to disconnect power over a bill less than 
thirty days past due for $51.69 under those circumstances. Prosecution's case actually 
revealed that Mr. Wetzel knew and remembered defendant prior to incident and that any 
intent or motive rested with Mr. Wetzel not defendant who testified that he did not know 
who this gentleman was (R. pg. 50 lines 10-11). 
Defendant has never understood the "Information" or the charges as contained 
therein. More specifically the charge "..., intending to cause public inconvenience, 
annoyance or alarm or recklessly creating a risk thereof" While Eric Wetzel testified 
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defendant approached him yelling and almost screaming, defendant presented two eye 
witnesses who verified defendant's testimony that he didn't approach Mr. Wetzel yelling 
and almost screaming. Not only did weight of evidence not support this fact, to most 
anyone, it would be completely illogical that a Father would approach someone there to 
restore power telling and almost screaming in front of his three children. Defendant and 
both witnesses were clear that Mr. Wetzel moved toward defendant in an aggressive 
manner upon being asked a reasonable question. Defendant testified that he simply 
followed his children who ran out to see the man in the mask there was no intent. 
"Defendant does not know any evidence presented at trial to support he intended to cause 
public inconvenience, annoyance or alarm or recklessly created risk thereof." Prosecutor 
didn't introduce even one witness to support that defendant had intent to do anything or 
could be heard from a public place to support this element of the crime. 
Defendant introduced evidence that clearly showed that there was no "public 
inconvenience, annoyance or alarm or recklessly creating a risk thereof." 
Defendant motioned the court for a directed verdict for dismissal based upon 
insufficient evidence to support conviction immediately upon prosecution resting its case. 
Trial court denied defendant's motion without explanation and moved case forward 
through trial. Mr. Wetzel was asked to leave at least three times. Mr. Wetzel claimed 
that defendant drove him over a hedge (more than six feet tall) landing on adjoining 
driveway. Defendant explained that when he went to help employee off property Mr. 
Wetzel recklessly, without any aid or help from the defendant tripped on a hose 
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falling over a bush causing scratches to himself as a result of his own actions. Mr. 
Wetzel testified that he felt so threatened he locked doors to vehicle. However, Mr. 
Wetzel also testified that the so called drive stopped when he was off property and 
that prior to returning to his vehicle he picked up tools defendant placed off property 
which isn't consistent with someone in fear. 
DETERMENATIVE: 
VI 
DID PROSECUTOR'S ACTIONS AND/OR INACTIONS GIVE RISE TO 
PROSECUTORIAL MISCONDUCT? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: Defendant could not find reference. 
ARGUMENT: Defendant's case was prejudiced by the prosecutor utilizing ambush and 
subterfuge tactics circumventing numerous basic rules to detriment of defendant. 
Prosecutor's repeated actions outside basic Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure and other 
court rules deprived defendant his right to a fair trial. Some of the prosecutor's abuses 
include the following: 
1. Failure to produce probable cause statement in the information; 
2. Failure to produce affidavit of facts; 
3. Failure to adequately respond to defendant's bill of particulars; 
4. Failure to produce exculpable evidence; 
5. Submission to the court of findings of facts and conclusions of law that contain 
information outside those argued or presented at hearings and trial to include 
misrepresentations of fact; 
6. Failure to provide witness list; 
7. Failure to provide sufficient evidence or testimony to support charges; 
8. Failure to execute and serve a summons and information to properly confer 
personal jurisdiction; 
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9. Failure to give notice of all documents, including, but not limited to subpoenas 
of witnesses called at trial; 
10. Misrepresented to the court that they provided all information in their 
possession of discovery material, when prosecutor admitted they still had information, 
which include but is not limited to a separate file, evidence as stated in the police report, 
pictures and other exculpatory evidence; 
11. Prosecutor told the court that they turned over discovery when they did not; 
13. Failure to date and timely file "Information" which is not date stamped; 
14. Failed to comply with the regulatory requirements requiring a caption by failing 
to place his name, address, bar number, or contact information; nor did he place under 
signature line identification of name of person who signed document for charges other 
than assault not properly filing or properly serving defendant copy and summons. 
On August 15,2007, defendant signed for a citation which indicated "assault." 
Defendant wrote "In dispute" on the citation that he dispute the allegations that were 
being made (R. 0003). On September 3, 2007, defendant careful not to voluntarily 
enter court's jurisdiction, withdrew his consent to utilize citation, (R. 0002) invoking 
his rights to be charged by "Information" and formally served. Defendant contacted 
clerk of the court on September 4th and 5th 2007, in an attempt to obtain a copy of the 
"Information" and the case number (R. 0012, p.l). The prosecutor prepared an 
undated information containing no case number, no caption to indicate attorney's 
name, address, bar or contact number or did signature line identify name of person 
who signed document for charges other than assault not filing or serving defendant 
copy and summons.(Tab 1) "Special appearance" was made September 5, 2007, to 
challenge jurisdiction when bailiff handed copy of information and trial court asked 
for a plea absent reading of the Information, advising of rights and penalties or did 
defendant acknowledge any understanding (R. 0292 pg., lines 12-13, 16, 18, pg, 4, 
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lines 3-4). Defendant explained ".. .1 haven't even seen this before, your Honor. I 
had no idea there was a disorderly conduct." (R. 0292 pg. 3, lines 14-15). Being 
apprised of the above, prosecutor failed to comply with numerous substantial 
constitutional, statutory and procedural rights that seriously affected the defendant 
from start to end in preparing his case, presenting evidence, receiving exculpable 
evidence to aid in his defense, cross-examination; lack of notification to name a few. 
CONCLUSION 
Defendant asserts that actions and/or inactions of prosecution created such 
confusion in this case so as to cause an exceptional circumstance resulting in plain 
error. Defendant's right to a preliminary hearing was substantial and defendant's case 
was prejudiced upon being convicting beyond reasonable doubt based upon assumed or 
misrepresented facts not presented. For good cause, defendant motioned for court's 
protection throughout based upon prosecutor's ongoing ambush and subterfuge tactics and 
was denied relief without explanation. Defendant strongly asserts that prosecutor should 
not be in position to judge what information defendant is in need of to determine 
"nature and cause of the offense charged." Defendant's case has been so prejudiced 
hampering his ability to defend that a new trial would be futile. Defendant is seeking 
reversal of judgment, sentence and commitment and that charges be dismissed with 
prejudice. 
Dated: September 15, 2008 ^ ^ z ^ 
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Steven B Cummings 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that two true and correct copies of the foregoing "Brief was mailed by 
first class mail this 15th day of September, 2008 to the following: 
James "Tucker" Hansen 
BarNo.5711 
Timothy G. Merrill 
Bar No. 11721 
HANSEN & WRIGHT 
388 West Center Street 
Orem, Utah 84057 
Attorneys for Appellees 
Dated: September 15, 2008 
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Citation No. L1206220 
Case No. 
The undersigned states on information and belief that the Defendant committed the 
.rime i >f DISORDER I ^ONDUC I i m in fraction, i n A merican I ' : >rk CIt> , I ] tali G )i u ity < >n 
August 15, 2007, in violation of Section 76-9-102 of the Ordinances of American Fork City. 
The act of Defendant constituting the crime was that the Defendant, intending to 
fighting or in violent, tumultuous, or threatening behavior; or made unreasonable noises in a public 
place; or made unreasonable noised in a private place which could be heard in a public place; or 
obstructed vehicular or pedestrian traffic 
This information is based on evidence obtained from the following witnesses: Officer 
Russ Anderson. 
